LEGAL RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH AUTOMATED HIRING TOOLS IN CANADA
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On July 5, 2023, New York’s new law regulating automated employment decision tools (“Local Law 144”) came into force. Among other things, Local Law 144 will require employers that use automated employment decision tools to conduct independent bias audits and notify employees and prospective hires of their use of such tools.[1]

We have received a number of questions about how automated hiring tools are regulated in Canada. This bulletin will provide an overview of the attractions and risks of using automated hiring tools, including a summary of two upcoming laws which will have a significant impact on the use of such tools (those being Québec’s Act 25[2] and Bill C-27[3]).

What are Automated Hiring Tools, and What Makes Them Attractive?

For the purposes of this bulletin, we use the term “automated hiring tools” to refer to any tools which assist in hiring decisions, whether or not a human reviewer is involved. There is a great range of automated hiring tools, with varying degrees of human intervention. For example,

- Targeted job advertisements may use algorithms to determine the best place to advertise job opportunities, which may influence the pool of applicants.
- Resume screening tools can eliminate resumes according to certain requirements or stipulations.
- Intelligent applicant tracking systems analyze application materials to estimate how a candidate might perform on the job based on keywords, past employee data, or algorithms.
- AI-powered video interviewing tools advertise the ability can assess candidates based on facial expression analysis.

There are two main incentives for adopting automated hiring tools: to increase efficiency and to reduce bias. Particularly in industries with low barriers to entry, companies may receive hundreds or thousands of job applications—at times too many for the hiring team to review in detail. Some sources have suggested that the volume of job applications will increase as more applicants use free generative AI tools such as ChatGPT to
assist in drafting cover letters or resumes. Automated hiring tools can save costs and reduce reliance on arbitrary methods of prioritizing candidates (such as time of application, or first letter of applicant’s name). Ideally, such tools can rank candidates in a manner that brings the best candidates to the top of the list.

Automated hiring tools also have the potential to reduce bias, and lead to better hiring outcomes, if properly managed. Studies have demonstrated that human hiring decisions are often influenced by unconscious bias. Automated hiring tools may be able to reduce bias significantly (though, as discussed below, without proper management, they may create or reinforce bias as well).

**Automated Hiring Tools Come with Risks**

Along with their potential benefits, the use of automated hiring tools may give rise to legal risks. For example:

- Privacy laws may apply to the use of such technology insofar as the systems use personal information.
- Human rights laws may apply insofar as the use of these systems could lead to discrimination.
- Canada has laws related to automated decision tools coming into force in Québec on September 22, 2023, brought on by Québec’s Act 25.
- Additional requirements for automated decision, prediction or recommendation tools are set out in the current draft of the *Consumer Privacy Protection Act* (“CPPA”), which forms a part of Bill C-27, currently under consideration in Parliament. [6]
- Finally, Canada’s proposed *Artificial Intelligence and Data Act* (the “AIDA”), which also forms a part of Bill C-27, may apply to automated hiring tools, insofar as such tools meet the AIDA’s definition of “AI System.” A previous McMillan bulletin addressed the timeline and enforcement of AIDA.

**Automated Hiring Tools May Trigger Obligations under Privacy Laws**

In Canada, where privacy laws apply to the employment relationship, employers must ensure that their use of automated hiring tools complies with privacy laws. [7] In particular, employers must ensure they obtain valid consent where required, protect personal information with appropriate safeguards, and limit the collection, use and disclosure of personal information to appropriate purposes.

Canadian privacy laws generally require organizations to obtain consent in order to collect, use or disclose personal information. Analyzing an individual’s application materials with an automated hiring tool would likely require consent. Furthermore, Québec’s privacy regulator has previously ruled that the use of an algorithmic prediction system to generate a “score” for an individual constitutes a new collection of personal information, which would also require fresh consent. [8]

There are exceptions to these consent requirements under the *Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act* (“PIPEDA”), and substantially similar privacy laws in British Columbia and Alberta, for any
collection, use or disclosure of personal information that is reasonable (under PIPEDA, “necessary”) to establish, manage or terminate the employment relationship. Whether the use of automated hiring tools to assess a candidate would be reasonable or necessary in order to establish an employment relationship is not clear, and would likely depend on the context. However, the use of an individual’s application materials to train an automated system for future use would likely fall short of these exceptions and require employee consent.

Automated Hiring Tools May Lead to Exposure Under Human Rights Laws

One significant risk of using an automated hiring tool is the risk of bias and discrimination in the outcome. Bias can lead to worse hiring decisions, and liability under applicable human rights laws, which prohibit discrimination in employment based on certain protected grounds, such as race, ethnic origin, gender identity, age, etc.

Automated hiring tools are only as good as the dataset used to train them. If there is bias in the underlying training data, this bias may be amplified in the results. For example, a system trained on the application materials of past successful candidates may favour the demographic group that is most represented in the workplace. This bias may be difficult to detect, since an automated hiring tool may find other information that can be used as a proxy for demographic group. For example, a machine-learning based algorithm may prioritize certain candidates based on location (which could act as a proxy for membership in a certain cultural or racial demographic), or language choice (which may indirectly correlate with gender or cultural background).

Where the underlying decision-making formula is too complex or not readily discernable (as with black-box AI systems), it may only be possible to evaluate a system’s biases with an audit performed by professionals. Employers that make adverse hiring and employment decisions based even in small part on protected grounds will be unlikely to avoid human rights liability by placing blame on an external automated hiring tool developer. It is therefore essential for employers to ensure their automated hiring tools are carefully and regularly assessed.

Forthcoming Transparency Laws may Apply to Automated Hiring Tools

The problem of transparency will become more pressing as new privacy laws come into force, particularly transparency requirements under section 12.1 of Québec’s Act respecting the protection of personal information in the private sector (the “Québec Act”) (which comes into force on September 22, 2023), and sections 62 and 63 of the proposed CPPA, which is currently under consideration in Parliament.

Section 12.1 of the Québec Act (September 22, 2023)

When section 12.1 of the Québec Act comes into force, Québec employers that use personal information to
render a decision based exclusively on automated processing must inform prospective hires of this fact not later than the time the decision is communicated to them. Upon request, the employer must also inform the employee or applicant of:

i. the personal information used to render the decision;
ii. the principle factors and parameters that were used to render the decision; and
iii. the right of the individual to have the personal information used to render the decision corrected.\[9\]

In addition, the employee or applicant must be given an opportunity to submit representations to a person in a position to review the decision.

Importantly, these requirements only apply to decisions rendered exclusively by automated processing. If a human being meaningfully participates in the decision-making process, the requirement will not apply.

One open question is whether this notice requirement will apply where an employer rejects a prospective employee's job application without notice to the applicant. Based strictly on the wording of the legislation, the requirement would never be triggered if the individual is never informed of the non-hire decision.

**Sections 62 and 63 of the Consumer Privacy Protection Act**

As a starting point, the CPPA would only apply to a subset of employment relationships. Like PIPEDA (the legislation it would replace), the CPPA would only apply to applicants for work in a federally regulated workplace, or independent contractors in provinces without substantially similar privacy legislation.\[10\]

Under the current proposed draft CPPA, an “automated decision system” is defined as any technology that assists or replaces the judgment of human decision-makers through the use of a rules-based system, regression analysis, predictive analysis, machine learning, deep learning, a neural network or other technique.\[11\] If Bill C-27 is passed in its current form, section 62 of the CPPA would require organizations to make readily available information about the organization’s use of automated decision systems to make predictions, recommendations or decisions about individuals that could have a significant impact on them.\[12\]

Furthermore, if an organization uses an automated decision system to make a prediction, recommendation or decision about an individual that could have a significant impact on them, the organization must provide an explanation of the decision upon request by the individual.\[13\] The explanation must include:

i. the type of personal information used to make the prediction, recommendation or decision;
ii. the source of the personal information; and
iii. the reasons or principal factors that led to the prediction, recommendation or decision.

The CPPA’s requirements differ significantly from those outlined in section 12.1 of the Québec Act. First, the
CPPA has a broader scope, as it covers automated hiring tools that either replace or assist human decision-makers and includes predictions and recommendations in addition to decisions. Thus, it applies to the use of automated hiring tools even when a human is “in-the-loop.”

However, it is narrower than section 12.1 of the Québec Act because it only applies to the use of automated decision systems that will have a significant impact on individuals. While the term “significant impact” is not defined, it is difficult to conceive of a more significant impact than a decision regarding an individual’s employment, so this narrower scope may not have much impact on the way the laws apply to automated hiring tools.

Furthermore, unlike section 12.1 of the Québec Act, which requires individual notifications by employers, the CPPA would require general public disclosure from employers, but place the responsibility on applicants or employees to request further information about an employer’s use of automated decision systems as it pertains to them. The CPPA would also differ from 12.1 of the Québec Act in that it would not provide individuals with the right to have the decision (or prediction or recommendation) reviewed.

Automated Hiring Tools Could Be Deemed “High Risk” under the AIDA

If passed in its current form, the AIDA may impose significant obligations on employers using automated hiring tools, if those tools meet the definition of “AI System” under the AIDA. [14]

As we described in our bulletin on the topic, ISED’s companion to the AIDA specifically identified “screening systems impacting access to services or employment” as an area of interest to the government. Given the severity of impact, imbalance of economic power of affected individuals, and inability to opt-out, AI systems used in the hiring process could well constitute “high impact” systems under AIDA, which would make such systems subject to a host of (yet unspecified) requirements related to human oversight, monitoring, transparency, fairness and equity, safety, accountability and/or validity and robustness. [15]

With that said, there are some unresolved questions about the application of the AIDA to employment relationships, given the division of powers between the federal and provincial governments, and the wording of the AIDA itself. Most requirements of the AIDA are confined the international or interprovincial trade and commerce. While the AIDA will likely apply to the commercial development and sale of employment-directed AI systems, it is not clear if it will extend to an employer’s use of such systems in an employment setting.

Key Takeaways

Automated hiring tools present Canadian employers with advantages and risks. These tools offer increased efficiency and the potential to reduce bias in the hiring process. However, they may also give rise to privacy and human rights risks. It is crucial for employers to ensure compliance with privacy laws, obtain necessary
consent, and mitigate the risk of discrimination with appropriate audits and legal reviews.

New transparency laws, such as section 12.1 of the Québec Act and sections 62 and 63 of the proposed CPPA, will impose additional requirements on employers using automated hiring tools. Furthermore, the forthcoming AIDA may impose additional obligations on the use of automated hiring tools. Consequences for failing to comply with the above laws could include litigation, regulator investigations, reputational impact, and administrative monetary penalties or fines. Employers should closely monitor legal developments and assess the potential impact of these tools on their hiring practices.

If your business is developing or using automated hiring tools, McMillan’s technology and employment law teams are available to help you assess and minimize your legal risks.
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A Cautionary Note

The foregoing provides only an overview and does not constitute legal advice. Readers are cautioned against making any decisions based on this material alone. Rather, specific legal advice should be obtained.
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